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Abstract. The Oak Ridge National Laboratorv tORNL) was equipped
with a multichannel, bidirectional rf cabl<? television system for
security assessment. The multichannel cable svstem was selected
over a more conventional video cable system that has separate
cables to each camera. Primary considerations for selection of
the rf cable system were initial cost and ease oi modification or
additions to the system. Two, 300-MHz cables, having a capacitv
of "'60 channels, and modulators and JemotiuLit^rs for ^0 channels
were installed. The modulators, located in buildings or building
complexes, receive video signals from 40 TV cameras. These
signals are transmitted as rf signals bv the cable svstem to a
centralized emergency control center (EUC) where they are Jemodu-
lated, processed, and displayed hv vi-ieo equipment. TV monitors,
diiital video motion detectors, and TOKordurs enable the dispatcher
in the ECC to evaluate and document die v'deo in!orm.ition.

Tile vulnerability of a multichannel cable system to loss of
all signals by cable damage or amplifier failure was minimized by
designing branch systems and by routing most of the cables within
the main ORNL security perimeters. The video signals are used
for security monitoring and assessment. Sinre the video motion
detectors require control of the time relationship of the
incoming TV signals, a system sync signal ;'s produced at the ECC
and distributed Co all cameras on one of the outgoing channels.
Sync signals are delayed at each camera sc that the proper tim«
relationship of each video signal at the ECC is sec.

This paper covers the justification for a TV svstem and the
reasons for selecting an rf cable system. It includes ., discus-
sion of the design criteria, installation, and expansion capabili-
ties of the system.

Need For Closed-Circuit Televih .on Svstem

During the tnid-197Os, social unrest and activi-
ties of special interest groups brought about an
awareness of the vulnerability of high investment
installations to tht; threat of damage or che theft
of valuable, dange:ous equipment and material. The
increased incidence of overt actions by terrorist
and activist groups caused physical security and law
enforcement personnel to reconsider risks which
previouslv had been considered quite minor. Since
releases of toxic or radioactive substances have
received widespread attention, the consequences of
their release (regardless of quantity) resulting
from an incident would be significant. As a result
of changed public attitudes and a greater recognition
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of the consequences of such events, che Department
of kner£y instituted a program to improve protective
measures at most of their nuclear facilities. The
principal goal of this program, called "Safeguards,"
is to prevent the theft and diversion of nuclear
materials for illicit purposes. The program ac ORNL
includes the construction of better physical bar-
riers, perimeter a'arras, and intrusion monitors and
the development: of an improved means of incident
assessment and response. Early in the planning
stage of the program, the usefulness of a "live"
television picture was evident as an aid to the
assessment of an incident and the determination of
an effective response. In this paper, the authors
discuss a radio-frequency (rf) cable system for
transmission of televis.Jn information to a central-
ized monitoring center for safeguards assessment.

Design Considerations

Criteria for the design of the television moni-
toring system were prepared by the Union Carbide
Corporation, Nuclear Division. Forty locations were
selected for camera surveillance and monitoring.
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100 and 174 MHz is not assigned; chis separation
gives sufficient incoming and outgoing channel
isolation. By this method, the two-way cable pro-
vides five TV channels and an FM band for carrying
signals from the ECC; it provides 21 channels (7
through 13 anc J through W) for carrying signals to
the ECC.

Figure 2 shows how typical camera signals are
routed from the monitored location to the ECC. All
cameras have internal sync generators, and in the
absence of sync from the cable, they will operate on
the internal generators. The video motion detectors
require phase-coincident sync from all cameras. The
sync and drive signals to the video motion detector
are artificially delayed so that their delay time is
twice the natural delay time of the longest cable
run. Then Lhe delays in each camera are adjusted to
compensate for cable lengths. (For applications
where video motion detector equipment is not
installed, the outgoing sync channel and the delay
circuits are not needed.)
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Figure 2. ORN'L rf cable system typical signal
routing diagram.

The sync signal is generated at the ECC,
injected onto the cable system by the sync modula-
tor, and routed along one of the outgoing channels
of the cable to every camera location in the system.
At each camera location, the signal is demodulated,
and the resulting sync is fed to the cameras. The
timing of the sync signal delivered to each camera
is adjusted so that the time relationships between
the video outputs received at the ECC are all uni-
form.

The video signal from each camera modulates one
channel of the cable, travels in a forward direction
along the cable, and is trunked and combined with
the other channels until all signals appear on one
of the two parallel cable trunks. These signals are
routed to the ECC, where each signal is demodulated
and the video signal is displayed on a monitor.

Several camera adjustments can be made remotely
by a "joy-stick" type control at the ECC, as fol-
lows. An instrument delivers coded tone signals to
an FM modulator, from which the signals travel along
the cable in the outgoing direction. FM demodula-
tors at selected locations convert the signals back
to a coded tone and feed them to a pan and tilt
receiver where they control the power to operate the
camera pan and tilt, lens zoom and focus, and other
selected camera functions.

The system as installed provides for monitoring
all TV pictures at the ECC and selected pictures at
the ORNL shift superintendents' office. Future
monitoring capability can be added in two ways. For
example, as shown in Fig. 3, if it is desired to add
a monitor at a location served by cable 3A at a
point after the camera "A" video signal is injected
onto the cable or at any point on cables 1A or 2A,
the cable can be tapped, the signal demodulated, and
the picture displayed on a monitor. If it is
desired to add a monitor at a location not served by
these cables, for example, along the route oi cable
4B, additional equipment consisting of a channel
translator will be required at the central terminal.
The translator receives the incoming signal from
camera \ and converts it to an available channel on
Cable ^B, making it available at the desired loca-
tion.
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Figure 3. ORNL rf cable system signal translation.

Concluding Remarks

The system has been installed and proof of
performance tests have been completed. The con-
tractor is currently performing preoperational tests
and minor system level adjustments. These tests
demonstrate that the system delivers high quality
video information and meets design requirements.



Since these sites are widely separated and the envi-
ronmental conditions at the camera locations vary
widely, the design was based on a high quality video
system to obtain the required detail in the monitor
displays. The system was designed to display all 40
camera images at the ECC.

To effectively utilize the 40 video signals,
video motion detection equipment was selected for
installation, with phase controlled sync delivered
to each camera. The system was designed to be
adaptable to changing needs, to allow frequent
relocation of cameras as well as addition of new
monitoring sites, and to not cause external inter-
ference with and not be subject to interference by
other services. The system configuration was
planned to minimize downtime due to failure of
components or damage by subversive activity.

The following possible ways of transmitting
video signals were considered: radiowave and micro-
wave, video cable, and rf cable.

Radiowave and microwave transmission were
rejected because the required television channels
were not available either in the VHF or the micro-
wave spectrum, and rf station authorizations were
not obtainable.

Although a video cahl
would have satisfied most
requirements, it would hav
modification or additions
large quantity of cable,
have required a cable for
video, which would have re
of parallel cables. These
of cable installation were
vantages.

transmission system
of the design criteria
e lacked flexibility for
and would have required a
Each camera location would
sync and a cable for
suited in a large number
factors and the high cost
judged significant disad-

A multichannel, rf cable transmission system
was selected because it was judged capable of satis-
fying all of the requirements. The technology of rf
cable transmission is well developed, and the
quality of available hardware is high, having been
developed for communitv antenna television (CATV)
s y s terns .

The ORNL system differs from a standard CATV'
system in that the ORNI. system generates the video
signals at widelv separated locations and receives
them at n single central location, whereas the
standard CATV system generates all TV signals at a
single location and distributes them to a large
number of customers aiong ca^le routes.

We determined that a system using frequency
division multiplexing wmjld enable two-way signal
transmission, with a capacity of 30 video, sync, and
control signals on a single coaxial cable. We also
decided that the ability to tap the cable and easily
add transmitting or receiving locations would be a
significant advantage. Thus, the decision to design
a multichannel, rf cable system was based on economy,
flexibility, and capacity.

The disadvantages inherent in rf cable systems
were recognized, and measures were taken to reduce
their effect on the installation. The weakness of
the system to fail because only a single component
failed or because the system was sabotaged was
reduced by dividing the ORNL site into three rones,
each served by an independent trunk lir.a (Fig. 1 ) .
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Figure 1. ORNL rf cable system simplified block
diagram.

In the most sensitive area monitored, the entire
length of the cable is contained within the main
ORNL security perimeter.

The system was designed with a capability for
expansion and modification. We anticipate that some
channels will require monitoring at, perhaps, several
locations. For example, construction of a new
emergency response center is planned, and a cable
will be installed for monitoring all channels at
this new location. Also, the built-in flexibility
of the system allows relocation of cameras with only
minor equipment reconfiguration and without major
system readjustment. Since anticipated security
needs are not expected to load all channels, other
video or data signals can be added. Depending upon
the desired transmission path, installation of a
modulator and a demodulator may be sufficient. In
other cases, it will be necessary to translate the
signal to another channel for redistribution from
the central terminal location to the user's location.

Svstem Description

The multichannel, rf cable system has two
coaxial cables that accommodate a current need for
40 channels and enable expansion to ~>*60 channels.
One cable can carry up to 35 simultaneous signals in
one direction, and the second cable can carry up to
27 simultaneous signals in both directions. Each
signal is transmitted on a uniquelv assigned, 6-MHz-
wide channel in the 50- to 300-MHz band. Once the
signals are injected onto a cable, they are treated
as a group by wide-band amplifiers. The rf signal
level is controlled to avoid the effect of noise
when the signal level is too low and distortion when
the level is excessive.

One cable was made capable of one-way signal
transmission by installation of a single amplifier
in each trunk amplifier enclosure. All such signals
are transmitted as incoming signals to the ECC.

The second cable was made capable of two-way
signal transmission by installation of two ampli-
fiers in each trunk amplifier enclosure. Outgoing
signals from the ECC are assigned channels in the
54- to 100-MHz (low) band and are amplified by one
amplifier. Incoming signals to the ECC are assigned
channels in the 174- to 300-MHz (high) band and are
amplified by the second amplifier. The band between


